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About This Content

The official soundtrack for Broken Minds — approximately an hour and seven minutes of music.

Tracks have been modified to have endings instead of looping.

Special Content

 Extended versions of the OP and ED

 Theme from the first trailer

 A bonus, unused track

Track List

 01 Deep Breaths (Trailer Theme)

 02 Damaged Rollercoaster

 03 Waiting Dark

 04 Noa's Theme

 05 Rabbit

 06 Psychosis - Full Version

 07 The Agency

 08 Choice

 09 Masterplan

 10 Fear

 11 Sifting Evidence

 12 Long Sleeves

 13 Homicide Complex

 14 Trickle of Fear
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 15 Sick

 16 Autopsy

 17 Idiotic Feelings

 18 Thoughts Clicking

 19 Getsuyo Wide Gekijo Theme

 20 Kowaii (Interim)

 21 Kowaii

 22 Usagi no Yume Part I

 23 Usagi no Yume Part II

 24 Majin Tantei Return

 25 Solvant (Interim)

 26 Solvant

 27 Final Run

 28 Himitsu

 29 True Orphan (Interim)

 30 Noa's Guilt

 31 Uzumaki's Guilt

 32 True Orphan

 33 Paycheck

 34 Things Die

 35 End Credits

 36 Truth

 37 Parents

 38 Stories

 39 Dissociation

 40 Inside Her Mind (bonus)
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Title: Broken Minds - OST
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
LockedOn
Release Date: 3 Nov, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: XP

Memory: 90 MB RAM

Storage: 90 MB available space

Sound Card: Stereo

Additional Notes: Audio Only

English
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Since I can write reviews for DLC, I'm going to use my powers for good and review this clean and complete OST.
It's refreshing, spirited, and nostalgic. A bit like a grilled lime.
But if you just want feedback on whether or not you should pick it up, skip to the ~tildes~ near the end.

As ever, let's start with the bad. 2.99, huh... With that, I could probably have gotten some nutritious food from a food truck. The
quality of the food would've been either superior or subpar. One or the other, with no room for other possibilities in-between.
Unlike that money, disappeared into my gullet, this OST will last until my ears give out on me. So, did I make the right choice?

Damn right I did.

For one, the non-looping versions are much cleaner, audio-wise. You'll know what I mean if you listen to a lot of music, but if
you liked the game's OST (and I loved it), you'll hear the improvements pretty much instantly. More importantly, though, the
'full' versions of various tracks, stitched together from their smaller component parts?

Wow, they paint an audial picture that I feel like I'd missed out on.
I had no idea how good Noa's theme was, and how it worked on multiple levels

Guess that's what I get for chasing rabbits.

But a lot of the themes (Solvant, Kowaii, and Himitsu especially) are really enhanced through these mixes. I can't tell you whether
the cost'll be worth it to you as an individual; it'll depend on how much you like listening to game music and Broken Minds' OST in
particular.

~Closing thoughts~

As a guy who listens to a lot of music, though, of all genres - yeah, I'd have probably paid 5.99 for it, no regrets. Also, worth
mentioning is that the bonus track is really good, so if your'e on the fence, you might consider that.

It'll probably come down to you, though, like most music\/bonus DLC.
Do you want to give a bit back to the creator, do you really like the music? If so, purchase.
And if you're in a place where 2.99 is gonna hurt, or didn't find the music as memorable, you can pass.

Would I recommend it? In a flash second.

Bandcamping this, but -

Favourite track: It's a secret!.. (28 - Himitsu)
Runners up are Inside Her Mind and Noa's Theme.
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